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A rare ‘Tremolina’ Mandolin by Oscar Schmidt c.1903

PLATE 1: Tremolina mandolin c.1903 undergoing conservation by the author.

PLATE 2: 1903 Music Trade Review advert image of the ‘new’ Tremolina mandolin
The ‘Tremolina’ Mandolin was advertised in two issues of Music Trade Review of
1903, describing the instrument as:
‘…an improved and simplified mandolin, upon which may be rendered the most
difficult compositions with ease and accuracy without the aid of a teacher’’1
The depicted instrument (PLATE 2) shows a flat-back style mandolin with
disembodied hands gripping the mandolin in playing position. It has an unusual
combined bridge and tailpiece as well as a mysterious mechanism upon which the
right hand fingers rest:

‘The keyboard attachment to the "Tremolina"—shown in the illustration—runs
across the strings and enables the player, even if he be a beginner, to produce the
tremolo, so characteristic in the mandolin music.’ 2
An instruction book (as yet not seen) is mentioned which included tuning and
playing method for the new instrument. Numbered fret position markers are shown
in the ad. photo as: 1, ①, 2, ②, 3, ③, 4, ④ for the first 8 frets starting at the top nut.
The use of enclosed numerals is interesting and is probably related to the tutored
playing method. String tuning indicators of GDAE are shown at the 1st and 12th fret.
It’s not clear from the ad. photo’, but the numbers and letters were engraved into the
fingerboard surface to a reasonable depth. Probably some type of light coloured inlay
or infil material was applied to level the surface and contrast with the black ebony
fingerboard.
Oscar Schmidt (1857–1929) 3 trading from New Jersey USA, offered a range of
instruments and is known for a number of patents applied to musical instruments.
The music trade of the day, just as now, relied upon constant innovation and
development of new gadgets, accessories and concepts in instrument design and it
was common practice for Oscar Schmidt (and others) to apply for, or buy up patents
with interesting ideas that were then implemented in instrument manufacture.

PLATE 3: Tremolina mandolin label with variously dated patent claims
The Tremolina label (PLATE 3) claims several patents in the USA and in all foreign
countries as well as other patents pending. There is no single specific patent for the
Tremolina itself which relies on two inventions for its unique function:
1) Patent US754938 ‘Combination bridge and tailpiece’ 4 of Mar 15 1904
invented by Emile Leach and assigned to Oscar Schmidt. The invention is just a one
piece folded metal bracket screwed to an instrument soundboard that incorporates
an integral saddle and hooks or hitch-prongs for attaching loop-end strings. Saddle
height adjustment is described. An image from the patent drawings is shown below:

PLATE 4:Extracted image from Combination Bridge and Tailpiece patent
US754938.
2) Patent US633876 ‘Stringed musical instrument’ of Sep 26 1899 invented
by Frederick Menzenhauer, zither manufacturer and supplier to and eventually
business partner of Schmidt.
This invention is a playing or picking mechanism fitted to a multi-stringed zithertype instrument in the original patent document, although the inventor mentions
that other instruments: guitar, mandolin & co. are also candidates for the
mechanism. Extracted image from the patent doc shown below.

PLATE 5: Extracted image from patent US633876 ‘Stringed Musical Instrument’

The basic idea of the mechanism is a sliding ‘pick-board’ incorporating a number of
button-activated plectra that engage with the strings below when the buttons are
depressed with the right hand fingers. The pick-board is then manually slid along a
horizontally fixed and limiting track and the plectrum ‘plucks’ the selected string.
The activation buttons are spring-loaded to retract the plectra when finger pressure
is released. However, if pressure is applied continuously to one or more buttons and
the pick-board repeatedly moved back and forth then a ‘tremolo’ effect is achieved
without the need for the traditional picking skills as cultivated in conventional
playing methods. A cross section diagram of a pick-board/button/plectrum unit is
shown below:

PLATE 6: Extracted and simplified x-sectional drawing of the pick-board from
patent US633876 ‘Stringed Musical Instrument’.
Despite the long and worldwide popularity of zithers made by Menzenhauer and
Schmidt they became unfashionable by 1903 and Schmidt attempted to incorporate
the picking device on to his Tremolina mandolin. Apparently the combination
tailpiece and bridge was designed specifically for the purpose and that patent
document expressly cites the other patent US633876.

CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
The instrument (PLATE 1) undergoing conservation/restoration by this author is
apparently rare and only one other incomplete example is currently known. One of
the world’s respected authorities on Oscar Schmidt’s stringed-instruments 5 was
unfamiliar with the Tremolina until now.
There is no picking keyboard on the instrument presented and no complete extant
examples were found during targeted searches of auction sites, museum collection
inventories or instrument forums. Perhaps examples exist as yet unidentified by the
owners, or mis-catalogued by museums. It may be possible to recreate a suitable
pick-board unit by reference to the original Menzenhauer patent, or to actual
examples of Schmidt and Menzenhauers’s ‘Harp Mandolin’ based on the 1899 patent
of which a good number survive, theoretically in a useable state and often for sale.
The Tremolina itself consists of Rio Rosewood (dalbergia nigra) back and sides and
Spruce (picea abies) soundboard with a plain Maple (acer spp.) neck fitted with a
solid ebony (diospyros spp.) fingerbard and raised copper-alloy strip or ‘bar’ frets.

The conventional mandolin four-a-side machine tuners are made from steel and
copper-alloy. The combination bridge and tailpiece is steel with traces of copper(?)
plating and is height adjusted with a metal shim under the front edge. Two threaded
copper-alloy bushes are inserted into the soundboard above the bridge/tailpiece and
within the boundary of the shaped Celluloid 6 scratchplate. Those bushes are
presumably for locating and fixing the keyboard picking mechanism described.
Celluloid (or Ivoroid) binding surrounds the soundboard edge and the oval
soundhole. The mandolin can still be used in the conventional way without the
keyboard mechanism.
The back has been removed previously for repairs and was refitted poorly with
unsuitable adhesives. It was decided that removal again was justified to record the
interior structures, execute necessary internal repairs and remove any old unstable
repairs and accretions or non-original materials judged potentially harmful in the
long term. See PLATE 7.

PLATE 7: Internal views of the Tremolina after back removal, showing general
deterioration, old and unstable repairs, non-original materials and modern adhesive
accretions.
Although dismantling instruments and back or front removal is commonly and
widely practised by conventional luthiers who rely on traditional craft skills, a
combined conservation approach is often advisable for preservation of original
historical materials and features. This is normal museum practice in accordance with
accepted ethical guidelines 7. The overall instability of this instrument’s structure and
likelihood of further and imminent losses and deterioration suggested that an
immediate and more robust, but still carefully considered approach was needed.
Some of the conservation issues are straightforward, such as regluing loose or
detached components with appropriate adhesives and methods, but other treatments

are as yet undecided; such as dealing with the loose, buckled and shrunken Celluloid
scratchplate and reinstating the machine tuners to function, as well as improving the
stability and cosmetic appearance of the varnish coatings and retouchings.
It is debatable whether full playing function should be restored. The main interest of
this instrument lies in the unusual playing mechanism as yet undiscovered.
Otherwise, it is a fairly conventional antique mandolin of which many already exist in
playing condition and regular use. Rendering it playable for idle curiosity, or for
some meagre commercial gain may be inappropriate.
Further updates, research and developments about the Tremolina will be presented
in future Comms.
Chris Egerton
April 2020
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